MEET DEKO - THE D.I.Y. MULTIPURPOSE BLOCK THAT MEANS NO MORE DIGGING HOLES OR POURING CONCRETE!

Perfect for decks, garden sheds, landings, pathways, walkways, cubby houses and many more applications, DEKO is Australian designed and made.

DEKO creates a stable, durable and easy to use above ground foundation - that means no digging holes or pouring concrete! More than just a deck foundation, DEKO is a versatile utility block with endless applications to make completing your D.I.Y. or professional projects a breeze.

Each DEKO weighs approximately 13kg, and supports 800kg per block.

INSTANT FOUNDATION
EASY AS 1, 2, 3!

15 YEAR WARRANTY
CHECK OUT DEKO IN ACTION
AUSSIECONCRETEPRODUCTS.COM.AU/DEKO

Available at BUNNINGS warehouse

Take This Brochure to the Special Orders Desk to place an order
It is recommended you check with your local council before starting any construction project, to ensure you abide by building codes.

Deko block fine line # 1080391